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TOP DVD to iPhone Suite is perfect converting software for iPhone, converting DVD and
videos to iPhone MPEG-4, iPhone MPEG-4 AVC. TOP DVD to iPhone Suite includes two
iPhone converting software, TOP DVD to iPhone Converter and TOP iPhone Video
Converter, in it, and you can get two at a big discount of 35%.

TOP DVD to iPhone Suite allows you to preview the movie, split the movie, clip the movie,
shut down the computer automatically, snapshot the movie, converting DVD, AVI, WMV,
MOV, RM, RMVB, DAT, FLV, ASF, etc. to iPhone formats.

Fantastic iPhone software, TOP DVD to iPhone Suite will give you more surprise, with its
clear-cut and easy-to-use user interface.

Download it right now and have a try for free!

Key Features

The input and output formats supported by TOP DVD to iPhone Suite

Convert DVD, AVI, WMV, MOV, RM, RMVB, DAT, FLV, ASF, MPG, MPEG to iPhone
MPEG-4, iPhone MPEG-4 AVC.

Support the previewing function

You can preview the input files before conversion to check the correctness of the input
files, select the segments you prefer and get a clear idea of the converted effect.

Support batch conversion mode

Files can be converted in batches at a time, and you don't have to convert the files
one by one.
The conversion speed will be definitely increased, and it is incomparable among all
the converters.

Clip any segment of the files freely

You can clip any segment of the files at will simply by setting "Begin time" and "End
time" to select your favorite segments to convert, and conversion can be more
accurate.

Customize parameters
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Our suite provides you with multiple parameters, such as audio channel, audio quality
and video quality, to get the output effect you like most.

Support automatically shutting down the computer

The computer can be automatically shut down due to the auto-shutdown function, and
you can do anything else in the process of conversion.
Conversion can be freer.

System Requirement

OS:     Win2000/2003/XP, Windows Vista
Processor:    1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :   512MB memory or above
Hard Disk:    100MB or above
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